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BLACK HISTORY MONTH
Since it's February and this is our first catalog devoted entirely to
African Americana, we thought we'd start with several items related to
Black History Month. The idea was the brainchild of Carter G.
Woodson. Woodson and four others founded the Association for the
Study of Negro Life and History (“ASNLH”) in 1915. In the early 1920s,
he encouraged his fraternity, Omega Psi Phi, to help build awareness
of the history and accomplishments of African Americans. They came
up with Negro Achievement Week in 1924, and in 1925 the ASNLH
took over. Woodson announced that Negro History Week would take
place in February of 1926, the month chosen because it coincided with
the birthdays of Lincoln and Douglass, which many African Americans
already celebrated. In the 1940s, Woodson began selling Negro History
Kits to further promote the week. Also in the 1940s, some in West
Virginia began celebrating Negro History Month and in the mid-1960s,
Frederick H. Hammurabi, a black activist and publisher, began
promoting Negro History Month.
1. [Black History Month]
biography illuminates the black experience
[1973 Black History Week Ephemera].
Washington, D.C.: The Associated Publishers,
Incorporated, 1973. Three items: (1) Flyer, 11” x
8”, single sheet printed both sides, near fine and
folded as issued; (2) Booklet, 11” x 8”, stapled
thin card wrappers, near fine with a hint of
fading to the front wrapper; (3) Poster, 22” x 16
7/8”, fine and folded as issued.
Three items from the 1973 Black History Week kit, each
with that year's thematic design featuring head shots of
important African Americans including Frederick Douglass,
Paul Robeson and Jackie Robinson.
While the graphic employed is striking, its use of the term
“African-American” is notable. According to The Journal of
Blacks in Higher Education, the term “African American”
was used by some blacks beginning in the late 1970s, but it
did not begin to spread until a conference held by Jesse
Jackson in 1988. At the meeting of 75 black leaders,
Jackson urged them to use the term, saying, “To be called
African American has cultural integrity. It puts us in our proper historical context.”
OCLC locates two copies of the booklet and we can find no entries for the kit.
A wonderfully displayable group.
$300
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2. [Black History Month]
1975 Black History Week Kit. Washington,
D.C.: The Associated Publishers,
Incorporated, 1975. 12” x 9” (folder), 11” x 8”
(booklet), 14” x 11” (posters). Folder with
eight (of eight) posters, booklet entitled “1975
Afro-American History Week. Fulfilling
America's Promise” and order form. Folder
very good with moderate wear; posters fine;
booklet near fine with offsetting to two pages.
This year's black history kit features eight posters, one
for each day of 1975's Black History Week that ran
from Sunday February 9th to Sunday February 17th.
Topics include “Employment and the Black American”
and “Housing Citizen Challenge”.
OCLC locates three copies of the booklet included here,
but no kits. As such, we are not sure if this kit is
complete but based on the other kits offered here, we
imagine it's lacking a booklet or more.
$200

3. [Black History Month]
1976 National Black History Kit. America for all
Americans. Washington, D.C.: The Associated Publishers,
Incorporated, 1976. 12” x 9” (folder), 11” x 8” (booklets). Folder
with eight (of nine) booklets. Folder very good with moderate
wear; booklets fine; lacking booklet II, Bicentennial Article
Montage.
This bicentennial iteration of the black history kit features booklets on African
American scientists, leaders and members of the military. Notably, the last four
booklets detail contributions to the American Revolution by women, Native
Americans, Hispanic Americans and Jews, respectively.
The kit described on OCLC calls for 3 folded leaves of plates, not present here.
OCLC locates 11 kits.
$125

4. [Black History Month]
1977 National Afro-American History Kit. Heritage Days:
The Black Perspective. Washington, D.C.: The Associated
Publishers, Incorporated, 1977. 12” x 9” (folder), 11” x 8”
(booklets). Folder with eight (of ten) booklets. Folder very good
with moderate wear; booklets fine; lacking the teacher's guide
and booklet VIII, Black Artists.
This year's black history kit features a name change to “National AfroAmerican History Kit”. The booklets include a calendar that provides an
interesting African American history fact for each day of the year.
OCLC locates 11 kits over two entries.
$125
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5. [Black History Month]
Freedom From Racial Myths and Stereotypes through Negro
History. Washington, D.C.: Association For The Study of Negro
Life & History, [1966]. 11” x 8”. Broadside. Near fine with a touch
of corner wear and a tiny hairline crease in the upper right corner.
A striking image of a blindfolded black man highlights this broadside promoting
1966's Negro History Week. This would have been included in a Negro History
Week kit by the ASNLH's publishing arm, The Associated Publishers.
OCLC locates one copy of this broadside and presumably there is one in the kit
held by the African American Museum and Library at Oakland.
$185

6. [Black History Month]
Jones, Lois Mailou. [Prints of
Important Figures in African
American History]. [Washington,
D.C.]: The Associated Publishers,
Inc., 1965. 11” x 8½”. Sixteen prints on thin card stock. Generally
fine, the prints on white card stock with a hint of fading at
extremities.
A collection of prints illustrated by Lois Mailou Jones featuring important figures in
African American history including the publisher's founder, Carter G. Woodson.
Others include Martin Luther King, Jr. (“Today's Militant Leader”), Langston Hughes
and Harriet Tubman. A citation in Ruth Edmonds Hill's The Black Women Oral
History Project leads us to believe these were produced by Carter Woodson's
Association for the Study of Negro Life and History for its 1965 or 1966 Negro History
Study Kit. Black and white versions were used to illustrate Eloise Crosby Culver's
Great American Negroes in Verse (The Associated Publisher's Inc., 1966)
We can locate no copies of the kit on OCLC, and it appears that the African American
Museum and Library at Oakland holds a set.
$450

7. [Advertising]
Smilin' Thru. N.P.: N.P., (1936?) 20¼” x 10 5/8”. Lithograph
mounted on artist's board. Very good: bright with light to
moderate edge wear and a few surface creases/abrasions, pin holes
at four corners and a small soil spot.
A stunning image of an African American woman atop the months of 1937. We
surmise from the design and “H 771” code that this was a salesman's sample for a
tearaway monthly calendar. The only clue to its creator is “© O.H.K.” which could
stand for Oscar Henry Koster, a lithographer and owner of Indianapolis' Oval &
Koster.
$225
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8. [Advertising]
The People's Drug Store. Waycross, Georgia: 1927.
15” x 9”. Lithograph on heavy card stock with twelve
month tearaway paper calendar stapled at bottom.
Very good: bright, crisp image, faint surface
abrasions and a few small soil spots; moderate
edgewear and light remnants of tape removal on
verso.
The title of the image is “True American”, with two African
American children gazing up at a statue of Lincoln, the other two
holding American flags and looking self assured for the camera.
This is not a sample calendar, as we've learned the drug store was
owned by a black businessman, Robert McCants Harris, who
graduated from Tuskegee in 1911, became a pharmacist in 1914,
and was active in a number of other entrepreneurial interests.
Stunning imagery, exceptionally uncommon for its time and
place.
$425

9. [Art]
Painting of Boy and Girl. (Alabama?): (circa
1870s). 8½” x 6½”. Watercolor on paper
applied to board. Very good: board
moderately worn with some soiling; paper
toned.
This painting was included in a group of photographs
from the estate of Daniel Newton Leathers (see item #65)
who who was born in North Carolina in 1854, graduated
from a college in Alabama in 1876 and was living in
Alabama as of 1880. Leathers ultimately became a
successful merchant and was fairly active in Texas
politics. A federally funded housing development was
named for him in Corpus Christi. We think this painting
may depict Leathers' younger brother, but we cannot find
a record of his having sisters. Several late 19 th/early 20th century family photos are included with the painting.
$375
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10. [Art][Photography]
Family Photo Album with Hand Colored Images. Mostly West
Palm Beach
Florida:
mostly
1925-1931.
7” x 10 ½”.
String tied
photo
album. 54
pages with
112 black
and white
photographs
inserted into
corner
mounts.
Most photos measure from 3½” x 2½” to 5¾”
x 3½”, 66 are hand colored and most are
captioned. Album good minus: lacks covers;
leaves chipped and prone to more chipping,
with six detached; evidence of removal of a number of leaves, 12 of which are laid in (they have
captions but no photos). Photos generally very good plus or better, lacking 20.
A collection of gorgeous, often dreamlike, images
of an African American family and their friends
from West Palm Beach, Florida. Many are full
length portraits taken in fields, and many have
the back stamp of McClellan Studios, a
photography company in West Palm Beach for
many years. 66 of the images are hand colored
in blue and/or green.
In addition to friends and family there are several
images of the aftermath of the 1926 Miami
Hurricane, as well as shots taken on trips to New
York City, Fort Gaines, Georgia and Charleston,
South Carolina. Several of the loose leaves
without pictures mention Industrial High School,
the first school for African Americans in Palm
Beach County, so we imagine the compiler may
have been an attendee. Unfortunately, none of the captions
include full names. They are either first names, nicknames like
“Sparkling Ace” or brief descriptions like “the man who came
back”.
An album of exceptional portrait photography of African
Americans living in the segregated South.
$800
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11. [Business][Education]
The Peterite [Cortez Business College
Yearbook]. Chicago, Illinois: The Senior
Class of The Cortez W. Peters Business
College, [1948]. 11” x 8¼”. Full
burgundy cloth with debossed title on
front cover. [38] pp. Fine with owner
inscription on ffep.
Cortez Peters was a self-taught world typing
champion and instructor who opened his first
business school in Washington, D.C. in 1934. A
Baltimore branch was opened the following year
and the Chicago school, where this yearbook
originated, opened in 1941. An estimated 100,000
African Americans trained at the schools for
business and civil service jobs. This yearbook,
originally owned by a female student of shorthand,
brims with the hope of a class whose motto was
“Labor, Efficiency and Technique Conquers All.” In
addition to class portraits and group shots, there
are several pages of advertisements for presumably
black-owned businesses. OCLC records no copies
of this or any other Cortez Peters Business College
yearbook other than an undated copy of one for
the Baltimore branch.
$250

12. [Civil Rights]
Du Bois, W[illiam] E[dward] Burghardt. Of Culture
of White Folk [Cover Title]. N.P.: N.P. (1917?)
9¼” x 6¼”. Stapled letterpress thin card wrappers.
434-447 pp. Very good minus: wrappers
moderately worn and soiled and with faint crayon
marks, leaves with a few small closed tears, a couple
of chips and a number of small indentations.
An offprint originally published in the April 1917 issue of The
Journal of Race Development. Decrying the world war and the
white race's involvement in it Du Bois writes “this is not Europe
gone mad; this is not aberration nor insanity, this is Europe; this
seeming terrible is the real soul of white culture.” He goes on to
examine white culture and argues that Europe's greatness was
built on foundations created by the non-white cultures of Africa
and Asia and they are fighting for the right to keep their
colonies on those continents. In neither Blockson nor Work and
no physical copies of this off-print on OCLC.
$250
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13. [Civil Rights]

Souvenir Bulletin Of The Southern Negro
Youth Conference [Cover Title]. Richmond,
Virginia: 1937. 12” x 8 7/8”. Thin card
wrappers. 3-14 pp. Near fine: fresh with light
wear and dusting to front wrapper and a small
closed tear to rear; minuscule dogear to bottom
of last few leaves.
A rare publication documenting the creation of the
Southern Negro Youth Conference which emerged from
the National Negro Congress held in Chicago the year
before. At this gathering held at the Fifth Street Baptist
Church, 534 delegates were inspired to militant social
change by the speakers and organizers. A proclamation
drafted at the conference stated, “we shall join our hands
together to build trade unions in the South free from
prejudice.” One of its first acts was the organization of
black tobacco workers in Richmond, which led to a strike.
According to Eric S. Gellman's Death Blow to Jim Crow:
The National Negro Congress and the Rise of Militant Civil
Rights (University of North Carolina Press, 2014), “the
SNYC and workers of Richmond openly challenged labor
exploitation as the core of Jim Crow and in the process also
attacked Richmond's racial and gender boundaries. As a
result . . . established institutions in the black community,
the political machine, the tobacco magnates, and the
unions . . . learned lessons that altered approaches to both
African American protest and the management of white
supremacy.”
This program of the organization's founding meeting
features full page biographies of speakers John P. Davis
as well as the full page welcome message of Edward E.
Strong where he wrote, “it is the hope of the
National Negro Congress that out of this
Conference will come renewed determination to
fight for . . . all of the things which American
youth have been taught for generations to
believe were essential for the abundant life.”
The verso of the rear wrapper is a full page
advertisement for the NAACP's anti lynching
campaign.
At its peak, the SNYC had 11,000 members. In
addition to its labor organizing, members
testified before Congress, engaged in voter
registration drives, promoted an anti-lynching
campaign and educated the southern rural
black population on their rights.
The SNYC's full time staff were members of the
Communist Party and the organization
collapsed in 1947 and officially disbanded in
1949. Causes included the start of the Cold
War, the group's designation by the United
States Attorney General as a subversive
organization, as well as other pressures and
acts of violence against members.
Although OCLC locates several copies of the
program for the second conference in 1938, no
copies appear for the first.
A tangible artifact of the founding moments of a group that many believe launched “the decisive first phase of the long civil
rights movement.”
$1500
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14. [Civil Rights]
Thompson, Dr. William A. and Thompson, Mamie Lee Brewington.
Archive of Activist Doctor and his Wife and Son. Mostly Detroit,
Michigan: 1919-1969 (though mostly 1920s-1940s). Collection consists
of approximately 485 photographs (in four different albums, some photos
are loose), 13 letters and 30 other items, mostly ephemera, and including
three trophies. All items generally very good or better.
This is an archive of
photographs, ephemera,
and a few trophies related to
Dr. William A. Thompson
and his wife Mamie Lee.
The Thompsons were
married in 1912 and moved
to Detroit, where they spent
the rest of their lives, in
1924. Dr. Thompson
graduated from Meharry in
1912 and was chief of staff
at Parkside Hospital in
Detroit. They were heavily
involved in Detroit's African
American community,
especially with its branch of
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the NAACP, with Mamie being its treasurer for many years. According to one newspaper report, the Thompsons financed the
McGhee v. Sipes real estate dispute in 1945. That case was the companion case to the better known Shelley v. Kraemer. Both
were heard by the U.S. Supreme Court in 1948 which declared racially restrictive housing covenants unconstitutional and the
ruling led to integrated housing in Detroit. Another NAACP member called the Thompsons the “primary peacemakers in
Detroit after the 1943 race riot”. Their son, Lieutenant Arthur Thompson, was the first African American medical officer in the
Navy.
The collection contains four photo albums. A small album
documents Arthur's Navy service. A small binder contains photos
and correspondence related to the 1963 testimonial dinner that was
held in Dr. and Mrs. Thompson's honor. The largest album, with
approximately 300 photographs, depicts the well-to-do family and
their friends from
1919-1930. They are
usually dressed
exquisitely, even in
recreational shots,
and there are a
number of
outstanding images
that show them
playing on the water,
picnicking, practicing
their golf swings and
more. The album
includes shots in Idlewild, Michigan as it was hitting its stride in the midlate 1920s. Idlewild was a resort for African Americans that was started in
1912 by white entrepreneurs. It gave black professionals a place to buy
land and vacation at a time when those opportunities were severely limited.
In its early years, it drew prominent black doctors from throughout the
Midwest and became known as “The Black Eden of Michigan”, ultimately
becoming the largest and most successful resort in the Midwest regardless
of skin color.
Other highlights include:
--A TLS on NAACP letterhead to Mamie from Walter White thanking
her for the Detroit Branch's latest financial contribution.
--A 1937 group composite photo that includes Mamie in the Sorosis
Literary and Art Club
--The guest book from an interracial fellowship party the Thompsons held in December 1950
--A group of 14 real photo postcards from the early 1920s consisting mostly of studio portraits
--Three trophies for NAACP related activities, including Dr. Thompson's for the 1939 NAACP membership drive
A diverse and visually pleasing collection of this important Detroit couple whose son broke racial barriers in the Navy. A
complete inventory, along with a full catalog description of three of the four albums, is available.
$4000
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15. [Civil Rights]
Turner, Reverend H[enry] M[cneal]. The Negro
In All Ages. A Lecture, Delivered In The
Second Baptist Church of Savannah, GA.
Atlanta, GA: Jas. P. Harrison & Co., Printers
and Binders, 1881. Second edition stated. 8” x
5 3/8”. Supplied card wrappers with
manuscript title, stapled at an early date. 32
pp. Good: lacks presumed original wrappers,
otherwise fine with a small inked number at the
top of the title page.
The author was an activist minister in the AME Church,
the first black chaplain for the United States Colored
Troops in the Civil War, and elected to the Georgia
legislature in 1868. This speech, prompted by a carriage
ride with white men who assumed he could not be black
because he was smart and well spoken, argues that
African Americans are truly human beings, just like those
who are white. He also references Frederick Douglass'
anger with him for his belief in the resettlement of blacks
in Africa. He later founded the International Migration
Society, taking 500 emigrants to Liberia in 1895 and 1896
OCLC locates one copy of this edition and three of the
1873 edition. In neither Blockson nor Work.
$300

16. [Civil Rights]
Washington, William L. Correspondence from the
Recently Appointed Director of The Colored
Social Settlement. Washington, D.C.: 1912. 11 x
8½”. Autograph letter on two leaves of agency
letterhead. 4 pages, approximately 450 words. Very
good: old folds with light surface creases.
A letter from William Washington, the headworker of the Colored
Social Settlement, a settlement house founded by Sarah Collins
Fernandis in 1902. Fernandis was an African American woman
who dedicated her life to social work and public health in lower
income black communities. According to the Encyclopedia of
Social Work, this was the first-ever African American social
settlement.
In the letter, Washington described the building's facilities and
told his mother that the Settlement's board gave him a $175
motorcycle to make it easier for him to get around Washington.
He also told her that he would be paid $1200 per year, plus
lodging fuel and lighting. The letterhead contains both a small
map of the area as well as an image of the settlement's building.
Washington annotated the image on the first page to point out
various rooms to his mother.
OCLC reveals no holdings for the specific search of “colored social settlement”. A primary source giving insight into the affairs
of an organization founded by a black female activist.
$275
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17. [Civil Rights]
Why All Americans Should Join the National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People. [New York City]: National Association for
the Advancement of Colored People, [1920]. 8½” x 3¼”, folded; opens to 8½”
x 13 7/8”. Single sheet, folded twice, making 8 pages. Very good: light wear,
small light stain on two pages, small patch of faint pink hue on two pages.
A membership drive flier listing the accomplishments of the prior year, the growth of the
organization since its founding, and its advocacy in numerous areas affecting African
Americans. Interestingly, this is an appeal to increase white membership, with a Storey quote
on the first page, “It is a white man's problem which confronts us. The fault is not in our colored
neighbors. It is our senseless and wicked prejudice . . . “
OCLC records one copy.
$175

18. [Civil Rights][Diversity
Training]
Berman, Hymie D. Judy's
Neighbors/Community
Helpers. [Minneapolis,
Minnesota]: The Judy
Company, [circa 1963]. Four
pieces, screen printed on
hardboard, measuring 31½” x
9”, 30½” x 10”, 28” x 8½”,
and 22” x 7” respectively.
Very good: lightly worn with
some surface scuffing. These
originally had cardboard
strips on versos, now
perished, to allow them to
stand. A previous owner cut
a thin slice in each base and
supplied semicircular pieces
of cardboard to accomplish same.
The Judy Company was founded by H.D. Berman in 1937 and made educational toys. Berman also produced Jewish holiday
decorations under a different company name. In addition to making a practice of hiring disabled workers, Berman also
sought to teach tolerance, releasing Judy's Neighbors sometime around 1963 or 1964. A full page of its Catalog 94 was
devoted to these “large realistic characters [that] help children appreciate the value of human differences and worth of each kind
of person.”
The group offered here contains three of the five members of the “Negro Family” and one of the eight “Community Helpers”.
They were sold individually and in sets and the Community Helpers also included an Asian doctor. Although OCLC has nearly
250 separate entries for Judy Company items (most of which are puzzles) there are no listings for any of the Judy's Neighbors
series. We are aware of a mixed group of 12 Neighbors having been sold online. $850
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19. [Civil Rights][Employment]
Delemarre, Robert and Stearns, T.H. Survey of
Changes in the Attitude and Productivity of Negro
Workers during the past 2-3 years. [Washington,
D.C.]: 1964. 11½” x 9”. Blue, plastic-coated paper,
three prong folder. Title leaf + contents leaf followed by
18 leaves of typescript printed rectos only, approximately
2200 words. Very good plus: spot of soiling to title leaf,
first several leaves unevenly cut at top; a few penciled
annotations in the text and some scattered stray marks
not affecting readability.
In March 1961, President Kennedy signed an executive order banning
federal government contractors from discrimination based on race.
The order also created the President's Committee on Equal
Employment Opportunity. Kennedy hoped that the PCEEO's
enforcement powers would “end job discrimination once and for all."
This paper that appears to be for a graduate level class at George
Washington University sought to study the effect of the order. The
students interviewed and provided questionnaires to 40 managers (20
government contractors, the rest private industry) regarding their
thoughts on the order's effect. They also asked questions related to
the attitudes and productivity of black workers, the acceptance of
black workers by white workers and more. Some of the findings included the belief that African American workers would
receive equal pay, but not equal status, by the year 2000; “unskilled Negro workers tend to be malcontents”; and “while the
Negro workers' attitude has improved appreciably, his productivity has lagged materially.” The last five leaves are a sample of
the questionnaire.
Excellent primary source material of a previously unknown study on the progress of equal employment for African Americans.
$650

20. [Civil Rights][Martin Luther King]
Job & Freedom March. Washington, D.C.: 1963. 6¾” x 17¼” Felt banner with applied letters.
Fine: fresh, with a hint of rubbing to the first four letters of the third line.
These pennants were sold just outside the March's headquarters for 50 cents to a dollar depending on the size. We've
uncovered several variants in auction records and institutional collections, but not this one. This is likely one of the smaller
issues, as others are as long as 28 inches. Certainly rare in such extraordinary condition. $2000
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21. [Civil Rights][Medicine]
Sanders, A.W. Panoramic Photograph
of National Medical Association
Annual Convention. St. Louis,
Missouri: 1923. 10” x 57¾”. Black and
white panoramic photograph. Very good
plus: some light creasing and a couple of
closed tears not affecting the image.
A nearly five foot wide photograph showing several
hundred members, including a few women,
attending the National Medical Association's
(misnamed in the negative “American Medical
Association”) 28th annual convention in August
1923. The NMA was created in 1895 by African
American doctors who were repeatedly excluded
from admission to the American Medical
Association. It now has over 30,000 members.
The start of this convention, held at the Pine
Street YMCA, was steeped in controversy as local
black physicians threatened a protest over the welcome speaker, the St. Louis health commissioner who had recently required
the vaccination of black people arriving from the South. The group threatened to turn out the lights if he spoke, and he
managed to get sick and back out at the last minute. 1923 was a momentous year for the group as it created the National
Hospital Association to advocate for better medical care at black hospitals.
OCLC locates no photos of the organization and internet searches reveal no other copies of this panorama. We note several
panoramas of the group included in a lot at Swann's in 2013, with ours matching none of those pictured online as of January
2018.
A stunning image of this pioneering group.
$750

22. [Civil Rights][Medicine]
Panoramic Photograph of
National Medical
Association 1934 Annual
Convention. [Nashville,
Tennesee]: 1934. 7 3/8” x
28”. Black and white
panoramic photograph. Very good plus: mild wear and some faint surface creases.
The 39th annual convention of the National Medical Association was held at Meharry Medical College in August 1934. Seen in
the background are signs for the National Pharmaceutical Association and the convention of the National of Association of
[Colored] Graduate Nurses. The NPA broke off from the NMA and became a separate entity in the 1940s. The NACGN
accepted an invitation to merge with the American Nurses Association in 1949, dissolving in 1951.
$225
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23. [Civil Rights][Niagara Movement]
Hart, Ph.D., Albert Bushnell. Negro Suffrage.
[Memphis, Tennessee?]: The Niagara Movement,
[circa 1906]. 8¼” x 6”. Stapled self-wrappers.
11 pp. Very good plus: lightly toned at
extremities, small chip to rear wrapper, wrappers
with tiny separation at foot.
An examination of the voting rights of African Americans
with several pages devoted to the myths versus the facts of
Reconstruction, the effect of the Klan on returning white
politicians to power, and the effect of contrived methods “for
reducing, and in some cases practically annihilating, the
Negro vote.” Hart was one of Du Bois' professors at Harvard
and they remained colleagues for many years thereafter.
This may have been printed by the African American printer
Ed L. Simon & Co., who printed Du Bois' short-lived
periodical, “Moon Illustrated Weekly” in late 1905 and 1906
and was still doing a fair amount of work for him as of
August, 1906. Du Bois mentions in his “The Autobiography of W.E.B. Du Bois” that in 1904 he helped Simon set up the shop
in Memphis.
This may also be the only publication with the imprint of the Niagara Movement. OCLC locates four copies of the pamphlet
and it's in neither Blockson nor Work. A search for “Niagara Movement” as a publisher or printer on OCLC shows only this
publication as well as a presumption it published a speech given at its second annual convention. We imagine the Movement
may have published its “Declaration of Principles” which has no imprint. Du Bois oversaw the periodical “Horizon: A Journal of
the Color Line”, which was a mouthpiece of the Movement, but not published by it. Further, while Aptheker references the
Niagara Movement, 21 times, including a one page leaflet showing Du Bois as General Secretary (as here), in no entry is it
described as a publisher or printer, and this pamphlet is not included.
An incunabulum of the Niagara Movement.
$650

24. [Civil Rights][Women]
Vote Negroes Into Office. Philadelphia, Pa: NonPartisan Committee for the Election of Negroes to
Public Office, [1952]. 14” x 8½”. Broadside. Very good:
a bit dusted and folded at center with a ¼” separation
at left margin at a ½” separation at right.
A broadside encouraging Philadelphians to vote for African
Americans. It features Charlotta Bass at the top, reflecting her
nomination for Vice President by the Progressive Party. She was
the first African American woman so nominated.
Although OCLC locates no copies, a google search reveals one at
the University of Pittsburgh and another at Yale.
$225
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25. [Civil Rights][Women]
Smith, Jeanne. The Negro Community-Wilberforce,
Ohio. [Wilberforce, Ohio]: [ca. 1942-1945]. 11” x 8½”.
Typescript title leaf followed by eight leaves of typescript,
rectos only, approximately 1600 words. Very good:
uneven toning that is heavier at extremities; staples
oxidized.
A paper written by a woman, almost certainly African American,
attending Wilberforce University that examined the black population
of the unincorporated community that surrounded the school.
Wilberforce University was the first college to be owned and operated
by African Americans. The author distributed a form of around 25
questions to approximately 100 black residents. Her questions
sought beliefs about segregated military units, patronizing black
businesses and professionals, N.A.A.C.P. membership and more.
While one woman believed that the military should be fully
integrated, the author was dismayed at the number of people who
thought that the only way blacks could advance was if it stayed
segregated. She commented, “there is a surprise amount of such
attitudes of accommodation and submission in Wilberforce—far too
much of it!”
An interesting primary source study of Mid-West African Americans
during World War II.
$325

26. [Civil Rights][Voting]
The NAACP Says “Protect Your Family”
Register and Vote. Albany, New York: National
Association For the Advancement of Colored
People New York State Conference, [circa 19631964]. 14” x 11”. Broadside printed one side on
lime green thin card stock. Very good: toned at
extremities with tiny chip in lower left corner.
A bold voter registration poster. The New York State
Conference's president at the time, Eugene T. Reed, later
tried to make the NAACP a more militant group as part of
the “Young Turks” who tried to take over the national
organization in the mid to late 1960s. OCLC locates no
copies.
$300
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27. [Education][Texas]
Photo Album of African American Educators and
School Children. Paris, Texas: 1915-1919. 5½” x 8”.
String tied limp leather. 40 pages with 55 black and
white photographs adhesive mounted, with an additional
final 28 pages blank. Photos generally measure around
4¼” x 2 5/8” and many are captioned. Album good:
lacking front cover; evidence of excised leaves, three
internal leaves with loss of half the leaf, one detached.
Photos generally very good, nine appear to be lacking.
An album depicting students and teachers in a hotbed of racial
unrest. Internal evidence suggests the album was created by a female
teacher at Gibbons High School in Paris, Texas which was first created under
a different name around 1884. It eventually moved and was named Gibbons
High School after a former mayor of Paris, John Gibbons. The school was
segregated until 1966.
Paris has long
had issues
related to
segregation and
racial violence,
but one would
never know that
in viewing these
photos. Many of
the images show
teachers and students, including a number of excellent group
shots. The children and educators display a myriad of
emotions: happy, silly, determined, serious. A year after the
latest photos in the album were taken a purported crowd of
3,000 white residents watched as a lynch mob in Paris burned
two black men alive. Most recently, in the summer of 2017,
signs were removed at restrooms in its courthouse. In a huge
font they read “NEGRO MEN'S [or WOMEN'S] TOILET” and a tiny
font underneath explained they were there as historical
reminders.
In addition to the Gibbons photos, there are several photos
taken around Prairie View A&M, as well as group shots of the
faculty at Paris and Honey Grove Summer Normal Schools.
Several women in the album, though not the compiler, are
easily identified through captions and the 1920 Census.
A compelling reminder of the resilience of educators and their
wards during Jim Crow in Texas.
$1000
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28. [Education][Texas]
Souvenir Program State Convention Colored State Teachers' Association
of Texas [Cover Title]. [Fort Worth, Texas]: [Fort Worth Negro Classroom
Teachers' Association], 1946. 11½” x 8¼” Stapled wrappers. 16 pp. Very
good minus: wrappers moderately worn (heavily at edges) and unevenly toned
with a penciled inscription on rear wrap; leaves with tiny lower corner dogears
and some faint surface creasing.
The Colored State Teachers' Association of Texas was founded in 1884 at what is now Prairie
View A&M. Its purpose was the promotion of educational
opportunities for African American students as well as the
quality of working conditions for black teachers. It also played
an important role in the political organizing of black Texans.
A few years before this convention, it succeeded in getting
equal pay for black teachers in Dallas, Houston and other
cities. It also was integral to the creation of Texas Southern University, as well as the
integration of the University of Texas in 1950. This program contains portraits of African
American educational leaders as well as advertisements from schools and local businesses.
OCLC locates two copies of the 1945 convention program, but none for this year.
$125

29. [Education][Black History]
Carter, Irene. Slang-A-Lang. Greatest New Fun-Game Since Bingo!
Kansas City, Mo: Fun Toys, Inc., [1969]. First edition. 7¾” x 11¾” x 1”.
Board game. Box contains 15 (of 15) bingo cards, 82 (of 85) word pieces,
master word list on heavy card stock and instruction sheet. Box very good
minus: moderate wear and soiling, box bottom, which is blank, heavily
soiled. Contents very good with moderate wear, lacking three word pieces, instruction card with a few
soil spots.
In 1969, Irene Carter, an African American woman, was given the task to come up with a game for a party. She decided on a
Bingo spinoff that conveyed “the black experience through the phrases we've coined or given unique meaning . . . over
generations.” Instead of “B-I-N-G-O”, the top of the card spells out “B-L-A-C-K” and instead of numbers, the aforementioned
coined phrases are used. The instruction card contains a glossary of the 85 words and phrases such as “furs—symbol of
prosperity” and “cat daddy—a play boy, Cassanova.”
Though the game was reissued in 1986 and a contemporary newspaper account stated it was distributed in 20 cities, OCLC
only records two copies of the 1986 edition. We locate no other copies of this earlier version of the game. $275

30. [Education][Black History]
Gregg, Howard D. Informational Test on the Negro For High Schools and
Colleges. [Wilberforce Ohio]: [Wilberforce Press], [1935]. Stapled thin card
wrappers. 12½” x 9 3/8”. Three leaves printed both sides. Fair: presumably
missing front wrapper; first leaf detached; old horizontal fold; bottom edges
tattered; a number of small creases, chips and tears with only three total
characters affected.
The April 1935 issue of “The Journal of Negro Education” reported on this test created by a
Wilberforce dean by providing a brief description and reprinting its stated purpose. The test states
that it was “adapted for use with Senior High School Students and College Freshmen in making
surveys as to the need for remedial instruction or designated readings. The Test is based upon the
assumption that a knowledge of various phases of Negro life instills attitudes and appreciations
which could not be gained in any other manner.” The test has seven sections, quizzing students on
important people and events related to African Americans. Its author, Howard D. Gregg, was Dean
of Education at Wilberforce University, Dean of Basic College at Fisk University, president of both
Delaware State University and Daniel Payne College and wrote a history of the African Methodist Episcopal Church.
None on OCLC, nothing appears for this title on Google, save for the mention in the Journal. $300
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31. [Education][Black History]
Stewart, Ezra. Histo-tac. A Black History
Game. Brooklyn, New York: Wayne-Omari
Educational Game Company, [1985]. 15½” x
15½” x 1 5/8”. Board game. Box contains
instructions, game board, 12 player pieces and
156 game cards, complete as issued. Box very
good with light to moderate wear, some scuffs
and faint soil spots, lower (blank) portion of box
with a few small areas of loss; contents fine,
though game cards originally issued as
perforated sheets.
The author's goal for this game was to create a “deeper
appreciation of the cultural heritage of African people
throughout the world.” Its purpose and the design of its
questions, are quite similar to the test in item #30, above.
Essentially a tic-tac-toe game, players are only able to
mark a box by answering a black history question in the
categories of politics/science, literature/drama or
music/art.
The game's designer, Jean Patrick Icart Pierre, is now an
artist of some renown.
OCLC and google turn up no other copies.
$150

32. [Education][Black History]
Taylor, Robert and Beverly. Freedom's
Journey. [Dayton, Ohio]: Black
Game Company, [1971]. 10 3/8” x
21” x 1½”, game board measures 20” x
20”. Board game. Box contains four
player pieces, die, 72 cards and rules
pamphlet, complete as issued. Box
very good: a bit bowed with foxing
along the left edge. Game board near
fine with two tiny indentations and
corrugation lines visible mostly on the
left side and the lower corner of the
right.
From the rules: “Object of the game: To tell
and teach the world Black History and the
contributions of the Black Race.” The player
travels around the Monopoly-like board, going
from slavery to freedom by way of the
Underground Railroad. The starting square is
the plantation, and other squares require the
drawing of “Hope” cards, like Community
Chest, such as “Lose a Turn for Hiding in a
Swamp.” OCLC records no copies, Worthpoint
shows the sale of three others.
$350
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33. [Education][Traditionally Black Colleges]
The Jamestown Exposition and Hampton Institute [Cover
title]. [Hampton, Virginia]: Hampton Institute Press, 1907. 6
1/8” x 3 5/8”. Stapled thin card wrappers. [24] pp. Nearly as
new with a hint of corner wear.
A keepsake given out at the Hampton Institute exhibit at the Jamestown
Exposition in 1907. It's a guide to the expo as well as Hampton. There's a
map as well as a photographic image on all but two pages. Five of those
images show African Americans working at Hampton.
The Jamestown Exposition had an entire building, “The Negro Building”,
devoted to the progress of African Americans since the end of slavery.
According to one newspaper account, Hampton had, “a particularly
extensive, interesting and artistically arranged exhibit, illustrating what is
done in the various departments of this great school, which is really an
industrial village. Here, the furniture made by the students, the rugs woven by
them, the handsome, substantial wagon, the well-made harness; the neat,
attractive brick fireplace, are their own demonstrations of the value of
industrial training and the power to do something well – and they speak also
of the trained mind, lacking which such accurate and painstaking work would
be impossible.”
A gorgeous product of the Hampton Institute Press in extraordinary
condition. OCLC locates six copies.
$300

34. [Equestrian]
Grand Tournament Will Be Given By The Colored
Tournament Club. [Aiken, South Carolina]: N.P., 1879. 11
7/8” x 6”. Broadside. Fair: significant losses at edges and
narrow strip of loss affecting a couple of words of text.
Ring tournaments in the United States were vestiges of medieval battle
training with horses, gaining popularity after the publication of Scott's
Ivanhoe. They took hold in the South, where the competitions usually
consisted of riders bursting through a timed course while using a lance to
pick small rings suspended from bars. We are unable to shed light on
Aiken's Colored Tournament Club, but newspaper accounts let us know
how at least one of the tournaments went. From the 1875 Aiken CourierJournal:
Entering into their warlike and festive exercises, the cavalcade were
drawn up in battle array and photographed by Prof. Palmer, in all
their gay trappings and calico panoply. The first prize, a valuable
silver pitcher with a wreath to crown the chosen queen of beauty,
was won by 'Young America.' (Benjamin Knight) who made himself
envied and the observed of all observers by bearing off seven rings.
Considerable dissatisfaction was created when it became known
that the victorious knights had been so ungallant as to overlook the
charms of the sable belles and beauties of Aiken and chose a queen
from amongst the Philistines dwelling in a city over beyond the
Savannah.
None on OCLC. We were unable to locate any mention of African American
tournaments or clubs in Esther and Ruth Crooks' The Ring Tournament in
the United States (Richmond: Garrett and Massie, 1936).
A rare broadside, documenting a little known African American pastime just
after Reconstruction.
$450
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35. [Hate Groups][South Carolina]
Ku Klux Klan 'Association of Carolina Klans' Public
Speaking Fort Mill, S.C. . . . N.P.: N.P., [1957]. 10
7/8” x 7 3/8”. Handbill printed one side. Very good:
toned with old folds and faint surface creases.
While this broadside references the Association of Carolina Klans, it
was created by the Association of South Carolina Klans (ASCK), a
distinct entity. The former was founded in 1949 and disbanded in
1953. The first June 22 nd that fell on a Saturday after 1949 was in
1957. The ASCK was formed in 1955 and a broadside for an April
20, 1957 rally (held by the South Caroliniana Library) uses nearly
the exact same language that begins with “ALL WHITE PEOPLE”.
Despite the Brown v. Board of Education ruling in 1954, South
Carolina's schools were still segregated in 1957 and these rallies may
have been a response to the various lawsuits that were filed by
parents and civil rights leaders to force integration.
OCLC locates no copies.
$300

36. [Militaria]
Fitzgerald, Congressman Roy G. Petition and
Response Regarding Mistreatment of African
American Veterans. Dayton, Ohio and Washington,
D.C.: 1926. Two sheets, both carbon copies and
measuring approximately 11” x 8”. Petition is good
minus with a number of folds, creases, tears and
small chips, though none affecting text; response is
good with old folds including a small separation at
one of them.
Carbon copies of a plea for assistance sent by African American
veterans of the National Military Home in Dayton, Ohio, to their
Congressman, Roy G. Fitzgerald.
The veterans may have thought to write Fitzgerald after he
ordered an investigation into the home on May 20, 1926 in
response to two suspicious deaths, including one man who was
black. Six days later, the coroner's investigation was complete
and absolved the home of any wrongdoing.
On June 2nd ten black men with tuberculosis signed a typed letter
to Fitzgerald complaining that they were deprived of a
convalescent ward, dining room privileges and were overcrowded.
In quoting the chief of the t.b. service, they wrote, “There has
never been any arrangements for colored patients in this dining
room and furthermore there never will be.”
A retained copy of Fitzgerald's letter to the director of the U.S. Veteran's Bureau demands an investigation and remedy. An
unpleasant reminder of the mistreatment of black soldiers after World War I, with a small glimmer from a man willing to fight
for them.
$250
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37. [Militaria][Interracial Couples]
Photo Album Depicting African American Soldier
and His German Partner. Mostly Germany: 19471951. Two albums, the first full red leather measuring
12” x 9”, the other string tied leather measuring 10¾”
x 15½”. Together they contain 100 pages with 382
black and white photographs inserted into corner
mounts. Most photos measure from 2 5/8” x 3¾” to
3¼” x 4 5/8”.
Some are captioned
with dates and
place names and
approximately 30
are duplicates. Albums
near fine with fine
photos, around 20 are
lacking.
Engaging albums of an
African American soldier and
his German girlfriend,
depicting their post-war
travels throughout Europe as
well as to the United States at
a time when well over half the
states had anti-miscegenation
laws. Maria Hohn and Martin
Klimke point out in “A Breath
of Freedom. The Civil Rights
Struggle, African American GIs, and Germany”
(Palgrave MacMillan, 2010) that
“during the postwar occupation of defeated
Nazi Germany . . . the contradictions
between America's claim to be the leader of
the 'Free World' and its own institutionalized
racism became most painfully apparent.
Black GIs' freedom to fall in love with white
women and be loved by them in return
fortified a sense of manhood, equality, and
even democracy in them that they were
denied in their home country.”
A 1945 Army Service Forces Technical Intelligence
Report stated, “since these troops were free, while in
Europe, from much of the racial discrimination
existing in this country, and were at liberty to
associate with white girls, many felt it would be a
'let down' to return home. For this reason 40 percent of those interviewed expressed
a desire to remain overseas upon the cessation of all hostilities.” 85% of black enlistees in 1946 requested posting in Europe.
These carefully and artfully arranged albums depict one interracial couple's sense of this freedom. They are shown on trips to
Giessen, Garmish, Berchtesgaden and elsewhere in Germany. They are also seen in Luxembourg, Salzburg, Paris, and
Holland. They visited the United States together, with images of them at the Empire State Building and the Statue of Liberty,
and in some they appear to be visiting his family members. Clearly quite close and in a lengthy relationship, it's possible they
were not married as we did not see any wedding rings.
While were unable to locate any identifying information on either the soldier or his partner, these albums document a loving
relationship in the early years of the occupation that would have been exceptionally difficult, if not illegal, to maintain in the
United States.
$1000
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38. [Militaria][Interracial Couples]
Turner, Winton S. Photo Album Depicting African
American Soldier and His German Wife. Germany
and California: mostly1962-1967. 10¾” x 15½”. String
tied full leather over boards. 34 pages with 88 black
and white and 66 color photos inserted into corner
mounts; an additional 19 photos and several items of
ephemera laid in. Most photos measure from 2½” x
3¼” to 5¾” x 4” and many are captioned. Album very
good plus with a couple of small losses; photos
generally near fine or better, 31 appear to be lacking
but may be among the ones laid in.
This album documents the early years of a half-century long
love affair between African American soldier Winton Turner
and his German wife, Ilse. They met in 1962 and were
married in 1964. Winton adopted Ilse's son, Karl, as well.
The album starts in
Germany, soon after
they met, showing them
at Ilse's company party.
There are several
wedding photos, shots
of their life around their
home, and several trips
including stops in
Taunus and Frankfurt.
Sometime around 1966
they moved to Alameda,
California and images
here show their first house in the U.S., trips to Santa Cruz and Big Sur, a barbecue, a
Christmas celebration and more.
The ephemera include 1965 German news clippings featuring Winton. One is an
interview of him with the headline, “Violent Acts Cannot Solve the Racial Problem”. Two
deeply personal letters from Ilse to Winton are also included. Ilse either had a
miscarriage or lost a child at birth that they'd named “Baley” in March, 1964. One of
the letters to Winton reads, “I was so happy being pregnant, and I also watched your
happyness about being a father soon. And now we just hurt like this—forgive me my
Dear. But when I am well again I go to a good Doctor and find out, when I am strong
enough, to have another Baley.” They suffered a similar fate just eight months later,
with another letter from Ilse in November reading, “Again we did loose our little child . . . I am
sorry my love, for disappointing you
again . . . how deep hurt must be in your
heart . . . Please Winton, love us always
like you did before, even if cannot have
any Baley's anymore.”
Winton granted Ilse's request as they
stayed married for nearly 50 years,
dying within one month of each other in
2013. They also had a daughter
together, Soo.
$1000
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39. [Militaria][World War II]
African American Soldiers
Overseas in World War II.
Mostly France and Germany:
1944-1945. 8½” x 11½”.
String-tied album originally with
limp leather covers now
perished. 19 leaves with 57
black and white photographs
mostly inserted into corner
mounts rectos only and an
additional 6 laid in. Photos
measure from 3½” x 2 1/8” to 4
5/8” x 3 3/8” and all are
captioned. Album good: lacks
covers and first leaf detached;
leaves and photos near fine or
better with the occasional chip;
5 photos are missing from
mounts and are presumably
those laid in.
An album of well composed images with extraordinary font work for captions. Around
three quarters of the photos show African American soldiers in and around France and
Germany including Morange, Mannheim, Nice, Paris and Marseilles. They are seen
around a base, destroyed buildings, boxing and posing with friends among the locals.
One soldier's portrait was taken in Basra, Iraq in 1944 which leads us to believe the group
may have been part of the fore-runner of the Persian Gulf Command. There's also a sixshot series of an Easter Parade in Nice. The album is artfully created with numerous
fonts used for captions, vacillating between elegant and graffitiesque, and with more than
one employing a 3-D effect.
While we are unable to determine the creator or his units, there's one full name in the
book and a few last names, giving a future researcher fodder to finish this visually striking
album's story.
$1000
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40. [Militaria][World War II]
Folk Art Chalk Drawing of Unknown Airman. Circa
1940s. 12" x 9". Chalk on board. Very good: heavy edge
wear, a few edge chips, faint 2” surface crack extending into
left cheek.
A striking portrait of an unknown African American member of the Army
Air Force.
$300

41. [Militaria][World War II]
Edmonds, George A. Photo
Album Depicting African
American Marines. Honolulu
and elsewhere in the Pacific:
1945. 7¼” x 11¼”. String-tied
paper-covered boards. 30
pages with 55 black and white
photographs plus a few items of
ephemera and a few commercial
images inserted into corner
mounts. Most photos measure
from 2½” x 3½” to 5½” x 3½”
and a few are signed. Album very
good: moderate wear and soiling
to front cover, one leaf detached;
photos generally very good plus
or better, seven are lacking.
Although African Americans served with whites in the Revolutionary War,
when the marines were reinstituted in 1798, a rule barring
blacks and Native Americans from
service was created. In June
1941, FDR issued an executive order that
eliminated racial discrimination in the military,
paving the way for African Americans to serve in
the marines.
This album was compiled by George Edmonds,
from Red Oak, Virginia, who had a 7th grade
education when he registered for the service
around the age of 21. Around one third of the
images are portraits printed as real photo
postcards. There are several excellent group
shots and at least 13 photo booth and/or arcade
images, many showing the men carousing with
Asian women. At least some of the photos show
the men of the Forty Seventh Marine Depot Company, Fleet Marine Force, Pacific as we've
located a muster roll with both Edmonds and one of the few identified soldiers in the album.
Internal evidence suggests some of these photos were taken in Hawaii as well, and he
probably served with either the 51 st or 52nd Marine Defense Battalions in the Pacific.
$875
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42. [Militaria][World War II]
Jones, Thomas H. Scrapbook Kept by African American
Soldier. France; Athens Georgia; Detroit, Michigan: 19431946. 14½” x 12”. String tied embossed paper over boards.
38 leaves with 44 black and white photos inserted into
corner mounts, 56 greeting cards adhesive mounted, and
around 10 other items of ephemera (all mostly on rectos).
Photos measure from 2¾” x 4½” to 3½” x 5” and a few are
captioned. Album very good minus with heavy edge wear,
some soil spots, toned
leaves and several
detached. Photos generally
near fine or better; cards
and ephemera generally very good plus or better, lacking
approximately five items.
This is the scrapbook of Thomas Jones, from Athens, Georgia. He was in his second
year of college as of the 1940 census and served in the 4407 th Quartermaster Corps.
Internal evidence suggests he served in France, and his unit was entitled to battle pay
for being part of the Central Europe Campaign sometime between March 22, 1945
and May 11, 1945.
The majority of the scrapbook consists of birthday, Christmas and Valentine cards
sent to Thomas during his wartime service. Most are from his mother or girlfriend,
and are poignant reminders of his absence and commitment to country with many
colored red white and blue, and sentiments such as “a message to you from the folks
at home” or “across the miles to my sweetheart.” A few are get well cards and mention
a hospital stay, but we are unable to determine why Jones was in a hospital.
The photographs include two that show Jones in uniform while the rest show him and
his friends and family as well as a trip to Washington, D.C. Ephemera include
receipts for payments on a house he was buying, correspondence regarding becoming
a teacher in Detroit, his order to report for a physical to enter the service, an African
American theater program and more.
A collection of original materials reflecting a black soldier's support system on the home front.
$450

43. [Militaria][World War II]
Leftwich, William W. Photo Album Documenting the 81st Signal Heavy Construction Battalion.
New York City, Japan and elsewhere in the Pacific: 1942-1948. 15” x 12¼”. Lightly lacquered woven
straw over boards. 58 pages with 225 original photographs, 50 commercial photographs, 44 postcards,
11 examples of paper money and seven other items of ephemera all inserted into corner mounts; none
of the photos appear to be captioned. Photos measure from 2½” x 3½” to 3 1/8” x 4½”. Album fine,
contents generally near fine or better, one item lacking.
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This is a photo album and scrapbook compiled by Bill Leftwich, originally
of Washington, D.C. Leftwich enlisted in the Army on May 4, 1942 and
was discharged January 30, 1946. He had an 8th grade education and was
a janitor at Walter Reed Hospital prior to entering the service. He was a
member of the 81st Signal Heavy Construction Battalion. One
contemporary newspaper report and internal evidence show the men were
in Japan and probably elsewhere in the Pacific. According to his SQR,
Leftwich
operated a
pole setting
truck, was
a firefighter
and also a
special
vehicle operator.
The album begins with
stateside photos
interspersed with
commercial images of
Hawaii. We think the
stateside photos are postwar, as many appear to be
in and around New York
City where Leftwich lived
after the war. We presume
the photos show Leftwich
with friends and family, with a
number of images of a picnic,
as well as shots around home.
These photos are filled with
smiles and hope.
Approximately half the original
photos are military. There are
are a number of excellent
group shots. Others show
bombed areas of Japan and life around their camps. Some
show the men working at an airfield on and around planes, with
a few depicting nose art. A few shots show rows of crosses in
what appear to be a recently made American cemetery. There
are a couple images that show men working on a telephone pole,
on heavy machinery, and two depict a religious service at camp.
Some of the military photos appear to be taken stateside during
training
An outstanding artifact in the album is a one dollar bill covered
in Leftwich's writing, with various musings and a list of stops on
his tour of duty. It sits atop a group of 10 pieces of Japanese
paper money, two of which also have Leftwich's handwritten
thoughts. Other ephemera include the Truman “Grateful Nation”
letter addressed to Leftwich, his 23 rd Psalm bookmark, and his
SQR.
Carefully created and in exceptional condition, a magnificent
artifact juxtaposing an African American's wartime service with
familial imagery worth fighting for.
$2750
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44. [Militaria][World War II]
Minnis, Frank B. Photo
Album Depicting the 1888th
Engineer Aviation
Battalion. India and
Myanmar: 1944-1945. 9” x
11”. String tied, full faux
leather with hand painted title,
name and trident design on
front cover. 50 pages with 189
black and white photographs
mostly inserted into corner
mounts. An additional 12
photos and 13 items of

ephemera laid in. Most photos measure from 1¾” x 1¼” to 3¾” x 4¾”
and nearly all are captioned on the pages. Album very good with
moderate wear, painted elements faint; photos generally very good or
better. Around 15 are loose from mounts, 10 have exposure issues and
six appear to be lacking but presumably are among the ones laid in.
This is the wartime service album of Frank Minnis, supply sergeant for the 1888 th
Engineer Aviation Battalion. The battalion was formed April 1, 1943 at Florida's MacDill
Field and arrived in India in March of 1944 to build a B-29 facility. According to a
retained copy of a commendation letter in
the album, their work here led to the first
bombing of industrial Japan. After India,
they were sent to Burma to work on the
storied Ledo Road. The road, later renamed
the Stillwell Road, was built as a response to
the Japanese capture of the Burma Road—a
key supply line between India and China. It
was considered an engineering miracle due to
the conditions the men faced: working in
swamps constantly exposed to malaria and
typhus, as well as on mountainsides with
elevations up to 5,000 feet. Of the 15,000
men who worked around the clock to build the
road, around 9,000 of them
were African American.
Over 1100 men died in its
construction and the black
soldiers' efforts were not
recognized by the
government until a
ceremony in 2004.
While only a couple of
photos may show the men
working on Ledo, the album is devoted entirely to Minnis'
time in India and Myanmar. It includes a number of
excellent group shots. Others show the men mixing with
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locals with one great image of two of the soldiers riding a rickshaw in Calcutta.
Around their camp they are seen cooking, doing laundry, partying, and two show
them in a foxhole. There is a series showing a Burmese market as well as a
birdseye view of the building of their camp there.
One photo shows a member of Minnis' unit play-boxing with Henry Armstrong (see
item #67), a world champion African American boxer who was sent to the theater in
1945 to entertain troops. There are at least seven other photos of Armstrong as
well.
Ephemera include presumably post-war business cards of fellow service members, a
typescript true copy of a commendation letter, and a business card of a jeweler in
Calcutta
Minnis, whose family's papers are held by the University of Kansas, went on to
become chairman of the Leavenworth City and County Planning Commission and
was elected the city's mayor in 1994.
Compelling imagery of an important African American battalion in Asia with original
photos of a black boxing hero sent to boost their morale.
$4750
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45. [Militaria][World War II]
Minx, Joseph. Love Letters from an African American
Soldier. Iwo Jima, Japan: 1945-1946. Five letters on varying
sheet sizes, all in original mailing envelopes; 9 handwritten
pages, approximately 1800 words. Generally very good overall.
Joseph Minx, from Patterson, Louisiana was a part of the 3098 th
quartermaster company serving in Iwo Jima at the time these letters were
written. They are a series of love letters to his girlfriend Yvonnie Degean of
Opelousas, Louisiana.
Minx was semi-literate, writing in a punctuation-less scrawl, but was able to
clearly convey what was going on and how he felt. In June of 1945 he wrote
to tell Degean that he was constantly working, “Honey, the work me hart over
here. They work me day and night Honey. It keep you think all the time
honey.” Another letter revealed feelings of insecurity. Apparently teased by
his fellow soldiers that Yvonnie had a boyfriend he wrote, “They ask me what
you doing now. Honey who is your boy friend now. Honey when I am gone I
hope you have a nice boy friend. Try to keep him until I get back. But don't
fall in love with him Honey. I no you got to have some one to be with you.”
In October, he wrote “Darling, every time I look at that water I got to cry and every time I go to sleep, I dream of you.” In early
March, 1946, he thought he'd be going home soon, “I am getting ready to come home. Darling dont worry I be home soon.
Darling dont worry I be home soon and you can stay in my arms. After I get home you not going to want to get out of my arms.
Darling I wish I was at home tonight just to be with you.” We wonder if Yvonnie in fact fell in love with the apocryphal
boyfriend as the correspondence ends abruptly with a short note postmarked March 26, 1946 which reads in part, “I don't
want you to write to me any more. I don't want you to to ever talk to me any more.”
Poignant artifacts of an African American soldier overseas and longing for
home.
$325

46. [Militaria][World War II]
Morgan, Howard. Correspondence from an African
American Soldier to His Mother. Camp Upton, New York
and Camp Swift, Texas: March to May 1943. Four letters (14
pages) and one postcard, approximately 3500 words total; one
postcard and two letters from other soldiers included as well.
Three letters in original mailing envelopes, mostly handwritten
with two pages typed. Generally very good or better.
A group of letters from an African American soldier, Howard Morgan, from
Hillburn, New York. Hillburn was the subject of Leonard and Peter
Alexander's “It Takes a Village: The Integration of the Hillburn School System”
(Page Publishing, Inc. 2015). A tiny town, Hillburn had segregated grammar schools, with the white children attending a well
built, spacious institution and the black children in cramped quarters using outhouses. Thurgood Marshall successfully sued
to desegregate the schools in 1943.
Morgan, who would have attended the dank grammar school, wrote these letters home when he was 19 and had just entered
the service. He describes his daily life in great detail. While at Camp Upton he mentioned working in a coal yard, the quality
of the food, numerous vaccinations and his sleeping in a tent “surrounded by the saddest bunch of black niggers you ever laid
eyes on. One good thing though, most of them are native born New Yorkers.” Ten days later he was at Camp Swift, in Bastrop
County, Texas, as part of Company A of the 949 th Air Base Security battalion where all of his officers were black and “the New
York boys that came down here to this battalion are almost sure of making something of themselves.” His final letter is broken
into sections directed to respective family members, including his father where he described training at the firing range.
Three other pieces of correspondence from soldiers to Morgan's mother are included, including one from her nephew and one
from a soldier in a stateside hospital.
A clear, well-written account of an African American soldier's first days in the army. $225
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47. [Militaria][World War II]
Panoramic Photographs of Seaman at Camp Robert Smalls. Great Lakes, Illinois: 1943-1945.
Four panoramic black and white photographs measuring 8” x 19¼”, 8” x 19¾”, 8” x 20 1/8”, and 8” x
20 5/8” respectively. Three are very good with some light creasing; one of the band images with a
small surface abrasion, Company 891 photo with small tear at upper center not affecting image.
Company 211 photo near fine with minimal wear.
By the end of December, 1941, African Americans made up only 2.4% of the Navy and they were excluded from all positions
except steward. The NAACP and other civil rights groups and leaders pressured the government for change. They faced heavy
resistance with one military commander calling the enlistment of blacks, “absolutely tragic” and simply a desire “to break into
a club that doesn't want them.” Some headway was made April 7, 1942 when Frank Knox, the Secretary of the Navy,
announced that 277 black volunteers a week would be accepted into the Navy, to enlist in all ratings in its reserve
components. On April 21st Knox approved a plan to train recruits at Camp Barry. The camp was later renamed after a black
naval war hero from the Civil War, Robert Smalls. The first volunteers started training there at the end of June 1941 and by
the time these photos were taken, African Americans were being drafted for Navy service.
These panoramas depict two different images of men lined up at attention with a band in the foreground. One shows the men
of Company 891 in 1943 and the last shows Company 211 in 1945.
The only mention of Camp Robert Smalls on OCLC is as part of a collection of photos held by the Library of Congress, where
all the images are 8” x 10” or smaller. None in online auction records and no other panoramas turn up in searching Google.
A fine group of large images documenting the first training facility to train black naval volunteers in World War II.
$1000
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48. [Militaria][World War II]
Photo Album Depicting African American
Soldiers at Deming Army Air Field. Deming, New
Mexico: [circa 1945]. 13¼” x 10”. String tied faux
leather scrap book album. The first 11 leaves
contain 29 black and white photographs inserted
into corner mounts rectos only with three additional
photos laid in, the rest of the pages are blank. Most
photos measure from 4½” x 2¾” to 3 7/8” x 5”; one
photo is inscribed verso, otherwise there are no
captions. Album near fine with lightly toned leaves,
photos generally near fine.
Deming Army Air
Field existed from
1942 to 1946 to
train bombardiers.
Approximately
12,000 cadets went through its school during its short existence and the
segregated 1014th Quartermaster Platoon facilitated that process by providing
food, water and other essential services to the base.
Though the album has but a few photos, they are well composed and
interesting. In addition to posed and group shots, two outstanding 8x10s depict
African American military police. Others show the men around the base,
working in the office, and there's an excellent four shot sequence of men playing
cards and drinking beer.
Few images of this airfield exist outside of those found in its 1943 base
yearbook, with a few copies in institutions. Vernacular photos, especially those
showing the black soldiers who provided essential infrastructure to the base, are
rare.
$750

49. [Militaria][World War II][Race Relations]
Blue Ribbon Revue.
Milwaukee Wisconsin:
Pabst Brewing Co.,
[1942]. 13¼” x 9½”.
Stapled self wrappers.
Four leaves printed both
sides. Very good: lightly
worn, horizontal fold near center, tiny separation at center
staple.
A rare promotional of the Pabst Brewing Company with a few dozen
images celebrating African Americans. The introduction tells the story of
Dorie Miller stating he “typifies the loyalty and courage of his race . . . So,
too, are the men and women of the home front, pictured on the following
pages.” Images of Joe Louis, Count Basie, Billie Holiday and other
celebrities complement a centerfold that highlights the serving of Pabst at
upscale (but seemingly segregated) black establishments.
OCLC locates no copies. Neither our print references nor internet
searching provide illumination on this item's background, but it stands on
its own as a corporate attempt to ease racial tensions soon after the
United States' entry into World War II.
$375
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50. [Music]
Coleman, Z.A. The Jubilee Singers. A Choice
Collection of Plantation Melodies. Cincinnati. New
York. Chicago.: The John Church Co., (copyright
1883). 5½” x 6¾”. Stapled thin card wrappers. 24 pp.
Good: wrappers with uneven stain along top edge as
well as a couple small chips; wrappers split above and
below staples but holding; all leaves wavy.
A collection of plantation songs edited by African American singer
and group manager Z.A. Coleman. According to an interview that
Coleman gave to a California newspaper in 1892, he was born a slave
and lived at a Virginia plantation where others were beaten for
singing or organizing religious services. When he was ten, he
escaped his plantation to join the Union Army as a servant. He later
sang with Donavin's Original Tennesseans and spent six months at the New England Conservatory of Music. At the time of
the interview, he was performing with a group of ex-Donavin performers he put together.
The book contains 19 songs including “Nobody Knows the Trouble I See”, “Roll Jordan Roll” and “Swing Low, Sweet Chariot.”
We found several notices of Coleman performing in concert in 1883, when this was copyrighted, all with the Wilberforce
Concert Company. OCLC locates two copies, and no other publications with Coleman's name.
A rare songbook by a little known but storied performer.
$275

51. [Music]
Lee, Chauncey C. Chord Studies For the Guitar. New York City: Works
Progress Administration Federal Music Project, [1939]. 11” x 8½”. 13
leaves stapled at left edge. Title leaf followed by 12 numbered leaves
printed rectos only. Very good: lightly toned, staples oxidized.
A rare WPA publication providing instruction on the Carcassi method of chord
progressions. Chauncey Lee was an African American guitarist who later worked for the
USO performing for African American troops stationed at Fort Huachuca during World
War II. He recorded his experience there in a 1944 article for The Crisis. According to one
source, only two African American USO groups existed and in 1945 Lee led his in overseas
performances which included the Persian Gulf Command.
OCLC records no copies and we locate nothing else published by Lee. Possibly the only
publication issued by this important guitarist.
$650

52. [Music]
Original Negro Melodies, Plantation, & Cabin Songs As Sung by the
Glazier Jubilee Singers. The Oldest Jubilee Organization [Cover Title].
Chicago: Glazier Circuit Co-operative Lyceum Bureau, [circa 1900]. 9¾” x 6
¾” Stapled wrappers. 32 pp. Very good: moderate wear, faint vertical fold
line and tiny dogear to upper corner of most leaves.
A songbook of music and lyrics for the Glazier Jubilee Singers. According to a 1906
newspaper account, the group was also known as “Glazier's Carolinians” (it also went by the
name “Glazier's Carolinian Jubilee Singers”) and organized in 1882 which undermines the
cover's claim of its being the oldest jubilee organization. With six oval photographic portraits
of the troupe on the front wrapper including two women. OCLC locates four copies over four
entries.
$275
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53. [Music]
Slave Songs of the South By The Hampton
Colored Students. Hampton, Virginia:
Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute,
[1873]. 9½” x 6¼”. Single sheet, folded,
making four pages. Very good: old fold, light
foxing, tiny split at outer margin of both leaves
and a few tiny edge tears.
Hampton University was founded in 1868 to provide
education to Freedmen. Following the success of the Fisk
Jubilee Singers, a singing group was organized at Hampton
in the winter of 1872/3 to go on tours and raise money for
the school. This fundraising piece contains a list of songs
that the students would perform, a pitch as to the
importance of the school with 27 facsimile signatures
including Henry Ward Beecher, and a steel engraving of
the school covering two-thirds of the back page. OCLC
locates two copies over two entries.
$500

54. [Music]
The Big Colored Comedy Co. The Smart
Set. New York City: The Empire City Job
Print, [1904 or 1910]. 12½” x 9½”.
Single sheet, folded, making four pages.
Very good: small area of loss in margin of
first leaf; second leaf with two chips,
affecting a couple of letters of text on last
page, along with a few tiny old tape
repairs.
The Smart Set was one of a number of early 20 th
century comedy troupes of African American
performers. This advertisement for a series of
performances in New York in either 1904 or 1910
features a caricature on the front cover, four
photographic group shots in the center and a large
group shot on the last page.
OCLC locates one copy.
$275
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55. [Periodicals]
Lovinggood, R[euben] S[hannon],
editor. The Atlanta Times Vol. I. No.
18 [November 1, 1890]. Atlanta,
Georgia: The Times Publishing
Company, 1890. 22” x 15”. Single
sheet, folded, making four pages.
Good: removed from a bound volume
and folded both horizontally and
vertically at center; fragile with some
splits at folds and several small losses
affecting some characters with no loss
of readability; several blue crayon
marks not affecting text; a few
apparently recent tape repairs.
This newspaper, edited by R.S. Lovinggood,
states on its masthead that it was “a
progressive weekly newspaper to advocate the
interest of the colored people and general welfare
of all men.” Lovinggood sold his interest in the
paper in 1891 and moved to Texas, by way of
Alabama, in 1895. In Texas, he became a significant educator and was instrumental in the building and growth of Samuel
Huston College in Austin. He was also president of the Colored Teachers State Association of Texas (see item #28). The
masthead contains at least two other African Americans of import: Lafayette M. Hershaw, one of the thirteen organizers of the
Niagara Movement, and F.H. Crumbly, a successful businessman.
This issue features a transcription of a speech by Frederick Douglass. It also contains a church directory and a large
advertisement for Rust University (now Rust College), one of the oldest traditionally black colleges in the United States.
Rare: while OCLC shows that the Atlanta History Center has a file of clippings and
pamphlets related to The Atlanta Times, it lists no holdings of the paper itself. Not in
Danky-Hady.
$500

56. [Politics]
The Colored American and the Campaign Issues. Washington, D.C.:
[Republican National Committee?], [circa 1920]. 9” x 4”. Stapled self
wrappers. 8 pp. Good: moderate wear; staples heavily oxidized; inner
bifolium detatched from outer.
A Harding campaign pamphlet appealing to African American voters. The first page
shows Republican efforts to curb lynching compared to Democrats' inaction, contains a
bolded quote from Senator Ben Tillman, “we stuffed ballot boxes, we shot Negroes'; we
are not ashamed of it”, discusses voting rights, Harding vs. Cox's treatment of black
soldiers and more.
OCLC locates two copies of an apparent variant with the same title, publication
information and seven unnumbered pages, and we've located an undescribed copy at
Augustana College.
$100
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57. [Politics]
Colding, Philip Thomas. Scrapbook of African
American Justice of the Peace. Titusville,
Pennsylvania and Camden, New Jersey: 18681887. 12” x 7½”. Several stitched gatherings.
30 leaves, all but a few pages with content:
mostly news clippings and 14 items of
ephemera. Generally good: many leaves
detached, news clippings toned; some
ephemera fair with heavy staining.
P.T. Colding, an African American, was active in politics
since at least the 1860s. He was Justice of the Peace in
Camden, New Jersey for 30 years, retiring in 1912.
Newspaper accounts show a few road bumps in the last
15 years of his life and career: in 1899 he had his wife
arrested for beating him with an iron and he was indicted
for extortion in 1904.
The news clippings include contemporary accounts of civil
rights movements, a speech of Fredrick Douglass, a short
proposal for a colored colony in Pennsylvania and
unprovoked murders of black people. One clipping from 1887 tells of Colding getting attacked by a man who appeared before
him on the charge of assaulting a woman.
Around half the pages are devoted to clippings related to President Grant's visit to Titusville in 1871. A breakfast with Grant
was held and an African American who paid for a seat was denied admittance and threatened with being thrown down the
stairs. Colding headed a committee to investigate the situation and the media had a field day.
The ephemera, while fragile and a bit rough, is also quite interesting. There are two retained letters in Colding's hand, one
where he resigned his commission as 1 st Lieutenant Colored National Guard of Titusville and the other to the chairman of
Pennsylvania's state Republican Central Committee requesting a favor. There's also a possibly unique 1869 handbill from the
first African American Ark of Safety Lodge of the Independent Order of Good Templars. Two of Colding's Masonic membership
certificates are included as well.
Interesting insight and artifacts related to a little known 19 th century African American politician.
$575

58. [Politics]
LeCompte, J.B. Letter From African American Man
Offering Service to Republican National Committee.
New York City: 1884. 8½” x 5¾” Two leaves, written
rectos only; docketing notes on verso of second leaf.
Very good: old folds, a couple of pinholes in upper left
corner of each leaf.
This letter is an appeal from an African American man to Samuel
Fessender of the Republican National Committee, to whom he gave
his application for a clerkship the week before. With the election
between James Blaine and Grover Cleveland fast approaching,
LeCompte urged quick processing of his application stating, “tis
possitively necessary to pay some attention to the voters, the colored
voters of New Rochelle, N.Y. For I am certain that the Democrats are
using all their strength, power and cunning to win them over to their
side by misinforming them.” The person who docketed the letter
wrote “colored man” in blue crayon along the top.
An interesting letter, on the letterhead of John H. Starin, LeCompte's
reference, who was a wealthy congressman and founder of the United
States' first amusement park.
$125
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59. [Politics]
Steele, Joshua. To the People! [Handbill of One-Legged African American Man Seeking Office of
Jailor of Boyd County, Kentucky.] Catlettsburg, Ky: N.P., 1894. 8½” x 5 7/8”. Handbill printed one
side on thin green paper. Very good: several old folds and scattered faint foxing.
This is a political appeal by Joshua Steele, a self-described “one-legged man and a hard-working shoemaker” to be placed on
the Republican ticket for the office of jailor in Boyd County Kentucky. He points out the importance of black voters to the
Republican cause of Boyd County and asked, “Have they ever offered us any office?” In a statement that might be published
today, he argued that the position, “is naturally the colored man's office, for on account of his poverty and being unable to give
bond, there are more of our citizens imprisoned than any other class of citizens.”
Not in OCLC. Considering the thinness of the paper (it's a step away from onion skin) a remarkable and exceptionally rare
survival documenting one man's plea for African American representation in office in late 19 th century Kentucky.
$1000
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60. [Religion]
Magaw, Samuel. A
discourse delivered July
17, 1794, in the African
Church of the city of
Philadelphia, on the
occasion of opening the
said church, and holding
public worship in it the
first time. Philadelphia:
Printed by W. Woodward,
[1794]. 7¾” x 4¼”. Full
contemporary calf. [3-9] 1024 pp. About good: lacks
title leaf, ¼” x 2¼”
rectangular piece of
dedication leaf excised from
lower outer corner, not
affecting text; some early
inked numbers on
dedication page; portions of
final two blank leaves
perished; binding
moderately worn with some
loss at edges and corners.
This is a sermon delivered at the
opening of Philadelphia's first African American church and the first black Episcopal church in the United States. The
congregation was led by Absalom Jones. By early 1791, after making inroads to Benjamin Rush, Jones and other black
activists started planning for their own church. According to Gary B. Nash's Forging Freedom. The Formation of Philadelphia's
Black Community 1720-1840 (Harvard University Press, 1988), the church hoped to create “a pattern of religious commitment
that ha[d] a double focus—the free and autonomous worship of God in the way Black people want[ed] to worship him, and the
unity and social welfare of the Black community.” The plans were met with fierce resistance by many white religious leaders,
including the threat by one Methodist elder to disown any black Methodist who participated in the church's creation. This
resistance led to an impossibly low amount of financial donations and, were it not for Rush's intervention in encouraging a
financier to give loans to the group, the church may not have been completed. Another hurdle was the building interruption
caused by the yellow fever epidemic that began in July of 1793. It quickly led to civil chaos, with hundreds dying due to the
lack of treatment caused by an ever-decreasing white medical force. Rush stepped in again, asking Jones and Richard Allen
to lead the African American community in tending to the sick. They agreed, and in September the mayor put notices in the
newspaper encouraging citizens to apply to them for aid.
Despite this being the opening of a black church, the sermon was given by a white preacher. The sermon itself is riddled with
a sense of otherness. It reflected the feelings of the white clergy and populace as Magaw directed the black parishioners to be
grateful for the fact that those who had enslaved Africans actually helped them by giving them Christianity--taking them from
“a land of Pagan darkness, to a land of Gospel light.” He further insisted upon the congregation's duty of gratitude, owing a
debt not only to those who worked against the slave trade, but to the citizens of Philadelphia whose benevolence caused the
creation of “this handsome, spacious, and very convenient church.” He also demanded a duty of humility: “remember your
former condition. Pride was not made for man, in any even the highest stations in life; much less for persons who have just
emerged from the lowest. It is said, there is a great deal of this among your people, already; and that it is increasing fast.” In a
pamphlet issued one month later on the reasons for the creation of the church, Jones responded to Magaw's “Pagan darkness”
comment by pointing out that his flock's darkness wasn't the land of Africa, but the state of enslavement.
This approach to the building of African American churches became the formula for their spread throughout the United States
as well as their importance to the cohesiveness of black communities. OCLC locates 12 copies over three entries. Sabin
43800, Evans 27259.
A paternalistic relic of a monumentally important moment in African American history.
$2250
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61. [Religion]
Markum, Edian. ALS from Preacher Integral to the Growth of
the Hayti District of Durham, North Carolina. Durham, North
Carolina, 1886. 9 7/8” x 7¾”. Single sheet autograph letter, on one
page with original mailing envelope. Good: sheet heavily worn and
creased with some tears; envelope heavily worn and split.
Hayti, now a part of Durham, North Carolina, was founded as an independent
African American community soon after the end of the Civil War. Edian Markum
(also spelled “Markham”) came to the community in 1868 and established the
congregation that became St. Joseph's African Methodist Episcopal Church. He
also founded a Freedman's school there. This letter is to his “younkel Jackup
Spelman” (Jacob Spelman) in Elizabeth City, and begins “My Dear frind and younkel
i am jest get home and fond my fameaily not so well . . .” and goes on to give his love
to everyone there with a request to take care of his things.
$250

62. [Religion][Black Jews][Women]
Church of God and Saints of Christ Song Book. Philadelphia,
Pa.: The Church of God Publishing House, 1919. 6¾” x 4¾”.
Stapled self-wrappers, inserted and attached with two brass
prongs to a contemporary limp leather folder. 114, [iii] pp. Very
good: toned, first and last few leaves with small chips and tears;
first two leaves with small loss in lower outer corner, not affecting
text. Owner inscription on three pages, occasional handwritten
edits to lyrics.
The Church of God and Saints of Christ was started by William Saunders Crowdy
in Lawrence, Kansas in 1896. Members of CGSC adhere to the tenets of
Judaism while incorporating some New Testament ritual such as baptism and
foot washing. They believe in the equality of sexes and of the 98 songs in this
song book that were composed by an identifiable gender, 80 of them were by
women.
Crowdy was an escaped slave who served in the Quartermaster Corps for the Union Army, settling in Guthrie, Oklahoma after
the war. After having visions in 1893, he started preaching on the streets of Guthrie, and heard voices telling him to spread
his beliefs. In 1895, he and his son left for Texas, and Guthrie preached at every stop, ultimately getting arrested 23 times.
As a result of those arrests, he spread his beliefs in the prison system. He became known as “The Black Elijah” and settled in
Lawrence whose population at the time was 20 percent black. There, his congregation grew and by 1898 he had established
29 churches. Music was central to the church's religious practice. In 1900, with 5,000 members, he established the church's
headquarters in Philadelphia. The headquarters moved to Belleville, Virginia in 1917 though apparently their press remained
in Philadelphia. After Crowdy's death, the church split into two factions, but it grew to include at least 200 churches and
37,000 members. Those numbers are now diminished.
The CGSC is considered by more than one scholar as the first example of Black Judaism in the United States. According to
Elly M. Wynia in The Church of God and Saints of Christ: The Rise of Black Jews (Garland Publishing Inc., 1994), the Jewish
components of Christianity appealed to slaves and post-emancipation African Americans because of their identification with
the enslaved children of Israel and the hope that God would similarly change their lot. Another appeal of Judaism was the
“relentless intensity about the importance of educating children, of passing on traditions, of bringing along the next generation to
carry on whatever Jews define, in various ways, as the essence of their Jewish identity.”
As Wynia notes, primary sources on the CGSC are scant. OCLC records no copies of this work and it does not appear in
Wynia's bibliography.
A rare artifact of what is likely the first Black Judaic sect in North America.
$750
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63. [Religion][Movies]
Pope, Rev. H. Charles. [Broadside for Showing of]
Devil's Cook Kitchen, or Death in The Pot. N.P.:
N.P., [circa 1905 or earlier]. 18½” x 6”. Broadside
printed one side. Very good plus: bright and fresh,
folded horizontally at center with a few faint
horizontal creases.
H. Charles Pope was an itinerant preacher from Washington,
D.C. He rose to national fame around the turn of the century
with engaging tales of devils and redemption. By adding visual
imagery to his talks with a stereopticon, he was able to lure
larger crowds than preachers with similar lessons, but no
entertainment. We found newspaper references to his
stereopticon shows as early as 1896, and he added movies to
his performances around 1905. According to Cara Caddoo in
Envisioning Freedom. Cinema and the Building of Modern Black
Life (Harvard University Press, 2014),
“it is impossible to tell the story of twentieth-century
black public life and its institutions without considering
the catalytic role of the moving pictures. Shortly after
commercial motion picture projectors were introduced to
the United States in 1896, black Americans began
promoting the technology as a symbol and tool for
“racial uplift”--the belief that self-help initiatives were
the key to collective racial advancement.”
Caddoo also contradicts the belief that African Americans first
viewed movies in commercial venues owned and operated by
whites, pointing out that a black church in Kansas City showed
movies in January 1897, just a few months after Edison
unveiled his invention. “Between 1897 and 1910, motion
pictures [were shown] in black lodges, schools, and, most
frequently, churches . . . to promote their ideas, raise money, and
entice fellow members of the race to join their organizations.”
This is a broadside for one of Pope's early performances
employing movies. The earliest example that Caddoo could find
of Pope using moving pictures was October 21, 1905. Based on
the stamp at the bottom as well as the broadside's provenance,
this copy would have been used in 1906 to advertise a
performance at the St. John A.M.E. Church in Xenia, Ohio. We
imagine it may have been printed earlier than 1905 as the text
only mentions the still images of the stereopticon and the
stamp includes “MOVING PICTURES”. We could not locate any
first person accounts of Pope's show but Caddoo theorizes “it
might have included a wide and changing assortment of motion
pictures. Illustrating his ideas about the 'Black Hand'--the role of
African Americans in shaping the history of the United States—
Pope may have presented a two-minute file like Panoramic View
of the Capitol, Washington, D.C. (1901) or President McKinley
and Escort Going to the Capitol (1901), which showed a military
procession on horseback and a horse-drawn carriage carrying
President McKinley. As the film played, Pope could have
launched into one of his favorite stories, that of James Parker,
the black waiter who heroically attempted to thwart the
president's assassination.”
OCLC, internet and auction records searches reveal no other
copies.
A visually pleasing artifact documenting the early use of movies
to inform, entertain and give hope to African Americans.
$1350
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64. [Slavery][Civil War]
Anderson, Andrew Wilmer and Daniel, William.
Collection of Forms and Correspondence Related to
Compensation for Slaves Serving in the Union
Army. Baltimore, Maryland: 1864-1866. 15 different
documents: five letters, three government forms
partially completed in manuscript, two contracts, and
five scraps with handwritten information. All items
generally very good with old folds.
In an attempt to coerce Union slave states to give up slavery, the
federal government issued General Order 329 in October 1863. It
provided compensation of up to $300 (around $4400 today) to slave
owners for each slave they freed to join the Union Army. To receive
payment, the law required proof of enlistment of the slave, proof of
ownership and the owner's proof of loyalty to the Union. This
collection of letters and forms document one slave owner's release
of his slaves into the Union Army, and his assistance from a
staunch abolitionist attorney in getting paid.
According to the 1850 census, A. Wilmer Anderson had a farm in
Tyaskin, Maryland that was valued at $8,000. His lawyer, William Daniel, was an abolitionist, a member of the Maryland
legislature and was a delegate to Maryland's 1864 constitutional convention which outlawed slavery. In 1866 he argued in
court that state laws regarding segregation could not be enforced after passage of the federal Civil Rights Act of 1866.
Anderson hired Daniel in 1865, probably in April, to
help him collect on two slaves he released to the Union
army, Samuel and Charles Nelson. Daniel agreed to a
fee of 10 percent of anything collected against the State
of Maryland and 5 percent of anything recovered from
the United States government. We know from the forms
that Samuel enlisted in the 9th Regiment, United States
Colored Troops on November 22, 1863 and that Charles
enlisted in the 7th Regiment of the U.S.C.T. The
correspondence, all letters from Daniel to Anderson
written in the hand of Daniel's clerk W.S. Dix, reveal an
attorney frustrated with his client. The first letter in
early May, 1865 had Daniel sending compensation
forms to Anderson, likely the forms included here. He
explained how to complete them and what to do with
them once completed. Around seven weeks later Daniel
wrote again, frustrated that Anderson had not
completed the forms, and that he was filing documents
with the Board of Claims without consulting him. He
was especially frustrated that he took “special pains
and made repeated efforts to show the Board that
[Anderson was] a loyal person; and after much effort,
succeeded.” In mid-September, Anderson still had not
done all that was asked of him, and Daniel again
explained the need for completed forms and warned him
that he may lose the opportunity for compensation,
again pointing out “you would be dealing very hard with
me to make me lose the commission on one of those
claims just by your neglect; after I have taken so much
pains and had so much to do to establish your loyalty.” Finally, in September, Daniel happily wrote that proper documents
had been filed and compensation was forthcoming.
In addition to the correspondence and forms mentioned in the letters, the contract between Daniel and Anderson is included.
There is also a contract and one piece of correspondence from Daniel regarding the pursuit of compensation for another
released slave of Anderson's, George Leatherberry.
We could find no similar compensation forms on OCLC. The National Archives has a number of slave compensation
documents on microfilm, but we were unable to locate correspondence documenting the process of recovery.
Primary insight into the machinations of recovery for freed slaves in Maryland. An inventory is available. $1850
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65. [Slavery][Texas]
Juneteenth Celebration Photos. Corpus
Christi, Texas: McCuistion Studio, 1913.
Eight black and white silver gelatin
photographs on larger mounts. Six photos
measure 6” x 8” or slightly larger, the other
two are 5 1/8” x 7 1/8”. Five of the photos
are very good with light to moderate foxing;
the other three are good: one because of a
½” x ¼” triangle of loss, one with heavy
foxing, one with staining. The mounts are
good with heavy edge wear, one with loss in
its lower left corner.
Texans did not learn of the end of the Civil War until
May, 1865 and the freeing of its slaves occurred on
June 19, 1865 when an order was read aloud by
General Gordon Granger on the balcony of the
Ashton Villa in Galveston. Celebrations started almost
immediately, and the following year freedmen organized
celebrations for June 19th. Over the next 50 years
Juneteenth celebrations waxed and waned throughout
Texas, usually related to the political climate, but in 1913
celebrations were held all over the state, including at
least Houston, Marshall, Waco, Brownsville, Orange,
Beaumont, and as these photos show, Corpus Christi.
This is a collection of seven different photos documenting
the celebration held on June 19, 1913. The photos come
from the estate of Daniel Newton “D.N.” Leathers.
Leathers was born in North Carolina and graduated from
Talladega College in 1876. He was in Texas as early as
1891, as he's shown as a member of the executive
committee for the Colored Men's convention of the state's
Republican party. Leathers was a general goods
merchant, active in state politics, and his wife hosted a
ladies' literary club at their home. The photo with a
duplicate copy here is the only one with a handwritten
caption on the back of the mount, informing us that it
shows Leathers in a flower-covered carriage drawn by his
horse, “Knox”.
Most of the photos show horse-drawn parade carriages
covered in flowers with riders dressed exquisitely, a stark
contrast to the mud roads and tiny homes displayed in
several. All show proud men and women primed to
celebrate their freedom. One image of two carriages
includes a standing woman dressed as an American flag.
Another, taken from a distance, shows where the final
celebration took place: rows of people are seated on
benches in front of a stage, to their right, tents are being
set up.
We have been unable to locate any other images of
Juneteenth celebrations from this time period or earlier, via
OCLC and numerous permutations of Google searches.
Rare, compelling, joyous.
$2000
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66. [Sports]
Floyd, George “Tiger”. Personal
Scrapbook of Professional Boxer.
Mostly Northern California: mostly
1933-1936. 11½” x 8½”. String tied
faux leather scrapbook album. 28
pages with 23 items of ephemera and
approximately 53 news clippings
mostly adhesive mounted (a few
items and clippings are loose). Album
good: heavily worn covers with edge
loss, a chunk missing from rear
cover and three leaves detached;
leaves toned; ephemera and clippings
generally good to very good.
This is the scrap book of Tiger Floyd, covering
several years of his boxing career that began
in 1929. Floyd was originally based in
Harlem where he was a butcher when not in
training. By 1933 he had fought over 100
times and in 1934 moved to Oakland, California at the urging of his manager. Most of this scrap book consists of news
clippings that detail Floyd's bouts while he lived in California. They also tell the story of a man who suffered from patches of
unemployment, who was indefinitely banned from boxing because of an eye injury, and who apparently had some talent as an
artist as attested to by his 10” x 7” self portrait in pencil that is included here. Other ephemera include Floyd's business card
along with those of promoters Baron Stumme and Harry Fine. There's a short handwritten note by another manager releasing
him from a contract. Two inscribed photographs, two promotional handbills for fights, and three different contracts for bouts
are also included.
Not much is known about Floyd save for newspaper accounts making this album a valuable resource on the life of an African
American boxer during the Depression.
$425

67. [Sports]
Hewitt, Frank Q. Henry Armstrong—Featherweight Champion of
the World. (California?): 1938. 15” x 10”. Original pen and ink
illustration on artist's board. Very good: light to moderate edgewear,
a spot of flaking along the top edge, some ink smudges at upper and
right margins.
Henry Melody Jackson, Jr., who fought as Henry Armstrong, was ranked by Ring
Magazine in 2002 as the 2nd greatest fighter in the last 80 years (Sugar Ray
Robinson was number 1, Ali was number 3). This original artwork previews his May
31, 1938 welterweight title fight against Barney Ross, who is pictured above
Armstrong on the right. Ross, a Jewish boxer who was 21 st on the same Ring list,
lost to Armstrong in a 15 round unanimous decision. It was Ross's last fight. A
video of the fight is available online.
The drawing is inscribed by Armstrong to the artist, Frank Q. Hewitt, “Best
Wishes/to/Frank Hewitt/from/Henry Armstrong”. Hewitt was a member of Stanford
University's boxing team in the late 1940s and while we have not been able to
determine if this drawing was published, we have located at least one publication a
comic strip of Hewitt's.
$650
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68. [Television]
[Barbera, Joe] “The Blackrocks” (The “Soul” Family Of
The Stone Age). [Hollywood, California]: Hanna-Barbera
Productions, [1974]. 11” x 8 ½”. 14 three-hole punched
xeroxed leaves printed rectos only. Near fine: light wear,
a touch of toning at extremities.
The five leaves of typescript and eight of concept art offered here
document a pitch of Joe Barbera's to bring an African American spinoff
of The Flintstones to the small screen. The Blackrocks were “as typical
and topical as the characters in 'Sanford and Son', 'Good Times' or 'All in
the Family'”. Rocky and Granita Blackrock, parents of Cliff and
Stonya, ran the “Diner-saur”, a McDonald's equivalent. Their teenage
son was “a finger-snapping jive-talking dude . . . too caught up in the
Black Lib movement to do any kind of menial work” while their teenage
daughter, “Stonya” was a “chunky, romantic, utterly impractical girl”
who was a waitress at the Diner-Saur.

Little is known about the project. Barbera devotes one
paragraph to it in his 250 page memoir, recalling its
creation as 1966 or 1967 and thought it “so interesting
and provocative that no network or syndicator would
touch it.” In fact, searching the title and various
iterations of “Blackrocks” and “Blackstones” brings up
nothing on Google save for a website or two that either
mentions the passage of Barbera's above or a two page
spread in T.R. Adams', The Flintstones A Modern Stone
Age Production (Turner Publishing, Inc., 1994). Adams'
book mentions that artwork labeled “The Blackstones”
had been unearthed from the Hanna-Barbera archives
and provides comments from that artwork's creator,
Iwao Takamoto, who remembers doing the drawings in
1976. The title of the show and the
artwork shown in the book are quite
different than the item offered here.
OCLC records no copies, though
Worthpoint shows the sale of one in the
spring of 2017.
A relic of a practically forgotten attempt to
create African American counterparts of
an iconic television show.
Provenance: Acquired from a collector of
film material who scoured Hollywood,
often buying scripts in bulk from offices
and industry participants.
$1250
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69. [Women][Beauty]
Cooke, Rose S. Photographs and
Ephemera of Women in Beautician's
School. Mostly Philadelphia, Pennsylvania:
1950s. 17 black and white photographs, one
color photo and four items of ephemera. Most
photos measure 8”x10”, one is a panorama
measuring 10” x 24¼”. Five photos are very
good with light wear, nine are good to good
plus with moderate wear and small losses
from being three-hole punched, the other two
are fair-heavily worn and creased. Panorama
is fair: heavily worn and soiled, separated
into three pieces, archivally mended on verso.

This is a collection of images compiled by Rose Cooke whose name is
too common for us to learn much more. The images document her
relationship with African American beauty culture and schools.
According to one scholar the beautician schools schools “offered more
than a moral defense of black womanhood, professional identity, and
even more than training in grooming hair. They were able to offer black
women the chance to become self-employed entrepreneurs, and in
many instances, social, economic and political leaders.” (Tiffany M.
Gill's chapter in Culture's of Commerce (Palgrave Macmillan, 2006)). In
1919, the National System Hair Culture League brought together
beauty culturists and hair care manufacturers. It later became the
National Beauty Culturists' League (NBCL) after merging with
numerous smaller clubs. Rose was a member of the NBCL, which still
exists today.
The photos include women in beauty school classes, practicing their
craft and giving demonstrations. One outstanding image shows
women working a booth and styling hair at a trade show for
Philadelphia's Wingate Beauty and Barber Supply Company. There's a group photo at the 1952 NBCL conference and the
panorama, taken by Scurlock Studio, the noteworthy African American photographers, shows a large group of women at the
1949 conference. Ephemera include Rose's pledge certificate for the Virgin Islands Beauticians Association and her Award of
Merit from the NBCL.
Well composed, if not exactly well preserved, images of this essential slice of black culture.
$600
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70. [Women]
[Beauty]
Kelly, June and
Jackson, Harold
Baron. Archive of
the First Miss
Black Teenage
America. Mostly
Fort Worth, Texas
and Atlanta
Georgia: 19711972. Collection
consists of 44
black and white
and five color
photographs, five
letters and a few
other items of
ephemera, 15
news clippings
and the Miss
Black Teen Age
America 1971
winner's sash. All
but one of the
photos measure
8”x10” and one is a duplicate. Photos very good to near fine, sash with a number of fold lines, other
items very good or better.
1968 saw the first Miss Black America pageant, held in Atlantic City on the same day as the Miss America pageant, a
purposeful confrontation to help break the color barrier in the latter's pageant. Although the Miss America pageant abolished
its whites-only rule in 1950, there were no black contestants until 1971. Enter Hal Jackson and the Miss Black Teenage
America pagaent. Jackson was the first-ever African American radio sports announcer, the first minority inducted into the
National Association of Broadcasters Hall of Fame and builder of a significant media company. In 1969 and 1970, Jackson
hosted the second and third Miss Black America pageants which gave rise to the idea for a teen competition. He created the
Miss Black Teenage America, according to his website, “in response to parents' pleas to use his expertise and contacts to create
a contest that would allow minority young women an opportunity to display their talents before the world, an opportunity denied
them at the time.” In 1971, Jackson and his wife acquired sponsors and created state talent contests which funneled winners
for a national finals. The finals pageant was held in Atlanta on July 28, 1971. At least 60 different newspapers reported on
the event and its winner, June Kelly of Fort Worth. The pageant was televised nationally in approximately 25 markets around
a month later. By 1973 the name was changed to reflect the importance of talent and educational opportunities for
contestants and by 1976, it became the “Talented Teen International Scholarship Competition” and was held until at least
2010.
12 of the photos offered here are devoted to Kelly's participation in pageants, with most showing the national finals. June's
win led to her appearance on a 1972 episode of ABC's “Room 222” and five photos of her on the set, her original call sheet and
a portion of her script is included. 13 professionally produced shots in 1972 show Kelly around school, working, and sewing
in her bedroom. Others show her performing her duties as winner, including visiting patients in a hospital, public speaking
and meeting with Billy Graham. The correspondence includes several letters from either Jackson or his wife to either June or
her father. A letter from Jackson to June's father advises him that no organization could hold a “June Kelly” day without
running afoul of Jackson's intellectual property or June breaching her contract with him. He wrote, “please advise the
committee a benefit cannot be held as 'June Kelly Day' even if the funds go towards a scholarship for her.” This letter is made
more interesting by the program, included here, for “A Tribute to Miss June B. Kelly”, held at the Tarrant County Convention
center just 64 days after Jackson's letter.
Another piece of ephemera is the program for the 1971 Miss Black Teenage America Texas Finals (no copies on OCLC) as well
as Kelly's finals sash. One of the news clippings depicts Kelly wearing the sash.
An outstanding archive joining an African American media trailblazer with the first Miss Black Teenage America.
$2000
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71. [Women][Education]
Brewer, Ethel. Photo Album of Female Student at Fisk
University. Nashville, Tennessee and Birmingham, Alabama:
1929-1945 (but mostly early 1930s). 9¼” x 12¼”. String tied,
faux leather album. 109 photos total, including a few
duplicates. The first 30 pages have 24 black and white
photographs partially adhesive mounted plus around a dozen
Fisk-related clippings and the final 50 pages are blank. The
first 30 pages contain a number of captions without photos,
which are presumably among the 85 photos laid in. Most
photos measure from 3¾” x 2¾” to 4½” x 2¾ and seven are
around 8x10. Album very good with light edgewear, two
leaves detached; photos generally very good.
This is a photo album compiled by Ethel
Brewer of Birmingham, Alabama,
documenting her time at Fisk University as
well as her life around Birmingham. She
was treasurer of Birmingham's NAACP
youth council chapter and was a member
of Fisk's women's glee club and its Mozart
Society. A large group photo of the Society
includes John Hope Franklin.
Most of the photos show friends and
family, either around the campus at Fisk
or in Birmingham. They are seen at
picnics, around buildings, and playing in the snow. There are two copies of a large image of
Brewer participating at an event with an NAACP anti-lynching campaign poster in the
background. Of particular note are three photos that show black women, including Brewer,
in full football uniforms; one is a group shot, one is of Brewer, the other a teammate. We
could find nothing regarding Fisk fielding a women's football team.
An excellent assemblage of African American imagery compiled by a female activist.
$1200
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72. [Women][Education][Sororities]
[Brown, Birdie M.] Photographs of African
American Female Educators and Sorority
Sisters Taken by Black Photographers. Dallas,
Texas: mostly mid-1940s to late 1950s. 56 loose
black and white photographs, most measuring
8”x10” with a few a bit smaller. Around half are
captioned on verso. Photos generally very good or
better, seven are about good with heavy creasing
and/or chips.
A collection of mostly group photos with most depicting African
American women apparently compiled by a Birdie M. Brown
who appears in many of them.
Although we are not able to find out much about Birdie save
for a reminiscence of being her pupil in Brigadier General Billy
R. Cooper's memoir, around half the photos show that she was
a dedicated educator. She taught at both Johnston
Elementary and N.W. Harllee in the period before
desegregation and at least two photos show her participating
in educational events sponsored by Wiley College as well as Prairie View. Other photos include group shots of faculty, awards
ceremonies, black children at the Dallas Public Library and an image of school children before a bus trip to New Mexico.
The other half of the collection shows Brown's participation with Zeta Phi Beta sorority as an alumna. Shots here include
formal events, awards ceremonies, appearing with sisters on the radio and a great one of Brown and others volunteering at
the Vickery Center with their results of a World War II food drive.
A number of the photos have back stamps representing a Who's Who of Dallas area black photographers including E.C.
Howard, Dewitt Humphrey, Marion Butts, A.B. Bell, R.C. Hickman, and Taft Wilson.
Well composed images of strong and hopeful African American women taken by black photographers during a time of great
social upheaval in Dallas.
$750
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73. [Women][Militaria]
Lucky Heart Advertising Fan Depicting African
American WAC. Memphis, Tennessee: Lucky Heart
Company, [circa 1943-1945]. 9¾” x 10¾” at tallest
and widest points. Very good: moderate edge wear,
image a bit dulled.
Lucky Heart, still in existence today as Lucky Heart Cosmetics,
was founded sometime after World War I by Jewish American
chemists. In the 1930s it started offering products directly
marketed to African Americans. This fan features a woman in
the Women's Army Corps. OCLC and internet searches turn up
no other copies.
$225

74. [Women][Poetry]
Williams, Paulette (Shange, Ntozake). PHAT MAMA.
Her Black Mind. New York City: PM, Inc. [1970].
8½” x 5 3/8”. Stapled thin card wrappers. [6], 64,
[4] pp. Very good plus: wrappers with uneven
toning; tiny closed tear to first leaf; faint toning to
pages at extremities.
The first published work of the African American author now known as Ntozake Shange, this is an anthology of poetry, short
stories and a play written by black women at Barnard College. Shange rose to prominence with her 1975 play “for colored
girls who have considered suicide / when the rainbow is enuf.” She's described this publication as as her first feminist
experience. It contains seven of her poems and this
copy is inscribed in the year of publication to a
“Chris”, possibly Christine Clark, one of the
contributors.
OCLC shows three copies, and an unsigned copy was
available in internet commerce as of December 2017.
$650
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75. [Women][Sports]
Harlem Queens Colored World Softball
Champs. Chicago: National Sport Attractions,
[circa 1949-1950]. 15¼” x 11”. Broadside
printed in red, one side only. Good: unevenly
trimmed at top and bottom, old folds and some
stains that do not affect the image; tiny bit of loss
affecting the “a” in “Champs”.
A broadside meant to publicize an upcoming softball game
between the Harlem Queens and whomever contracted to
play them. The Queens, from Chicago, were a barnstorming
team of African American women that apparently played in
1949 and 1950. There appears to be little information
about them, and what we've cobbled together comes from
contemporary newspaper accounts in papers archived by
Newspapers.com and Newspaperarchive.com. The Queens
were owned and/or promoted by Dick Hudson whose
company, National Sport Attractions, also promoted a men's
baseball team, The Colored American League All Stars, as
the Negro Leagues were in a tailspin.
The women traveled the country in a DeSoto Suburban and
trailer, and we've been able to document that they played in
British Columbia, Montana, Wyoming, Missouri, South
Dakota, New York, Ontario, Utah, Ohio, Oregon, Iowa and
Delaware. Much of the biographical information about the
women in the papers came from Hudson himself, and as
you will see below, he may have been more interested in
promotion than the truth. He claimed to a Sioux Falls
newspaper that one of his pitchers, Ethel “Miss Satchel
Paige” Ramsey had pitched 25 no-hitters, which was
possible, but he claimed that other players were on the team
for many years and we can find no newspaper accounts
about them before 1949 or after 1950. When the Queens'
season was over in 1950, the best basketball players on the
team became the “Harlem Globetrotterettes”, barnstorming
the country playing basketball. They were also touted by
Hudson as a “world champion colored team.” In March, 1951, Abe Saperstein, founder of the Harlem Globetrotters, sued
Hudson for stealing the name. He later changed it to “The Roamer Girls”.
Not in OCLC, auction records, or internet searches. Since several newspaper articles include short bios and physical
descriptions of players, we imagine that some of the women in the image could be identified.
A rare relic of an apparently short-lived traveling black women's professional softball team.
$675

76. [Women][Sports]
Wrestling Preview [Vol 4, No. 43, November 2, 1955]. Mesa Arizona: Mesa Civic Center, 1955. 12
½” x 9 ½”. Single sheet printed both sides. Very good: light wear and creasing, two faint fold lines, a
few tine closed tears at edges.
This wrestling program features four African American female wrestlers: Ethel Johnson, Babs Wingo (Ethel's sister), Kathleen
Wimbley and Louise Green. According to a 1952 Jet article, and this program, Ethel Johnson was the first black female
wrestler in North America. In 1952 they were earning $300 per week, $2700 in today's money. They were managed by
legendary wrestling promoter Billy Wolfe as part of a group of female wrestlers he had perform throughout the country.
It was hard enough being a female wrestler in a male dominated era; being black and traveling to the South was nothing but
trying. According to an article about Johnson in the Columbus Dispatch in 2006,
“[She said] 'It wasn’t an easy time. The white girls who would go down there with us, they’d go to jail for being
in the same car with you. You couldn’t even be on the sidewalk. If a white person was on the sidewalk, you had
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to get off.' Because of whites-only policies at hotels, Black wrestlers often had to stay in the homes of other
Blacks when traveling in the South. Her peers, however, refused to be cowed by racism. They forfeited a match
in Springfield, Mo., because Black patrons were refused admission. 'At first we thought it was because the
house was too full, but we looked out there and saw that Blacks were being turned away. We decided that we
weren’t going to work no more if they weren’t going to let them in. All those girls [other wrestlers] deserve
recognition. They were the pioneers. Them being colored — I want to use the right term of the era — they really
broke some real taboos. They had such courage and such get-up-and-go about them. I just really admired
them.'”
No issues of Wrestling Preview turn up on OCLC. A rare and visually striking testament to pioneering and courageous black
female athletes.
$550
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